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Unit	7

1	 Test your phrasal verbs. Choose a, b or c.

1	 Your clothes are all over the floor. What do you do?
a Take them away. b Pick them up. 
c Bring them back.

2	 Someone’s annoying you. What do you tell them?
a Go away! b Stand up! c Go off!

3	 Your music is too loud. What do you do?
a Turn it on. b Turn it up c Turn it down.

4	 You want a pizza to eat at home. What do you ask 
to do? 
a Take it away. b Take it off. c Go back.

5	 Before an exam you need to revise. What do you do 
with your notes? 
a Go through them. b Go up them. 
c Put them down.

6	 It’s cold and you need a pullover. What do you do?
a Put it down. b Pick it up. c Put it on.

7	 It’s September. What do you do?
a Go on to school. b Go back to school. 
c Come back to school.

8	 It’s a really hot day and you’re wearing a coat. What 
do you do? 
a Take it away. b Take it off. c Put it down.

2	 Make nouns ending in -tion  from these verbs, and 
complete the sentences. Use your dictionary to help 
you check the spelling of the words.

compete    concentrate    construct    educate    
investigate    organise    relax    starve 

1	 People usually go on holiday for rest 
and  relaxation .

2	 The      of the new bridge lasted more 
than three years.

3	 In some African countries,      is a big 
problem.

4	      is very important when you are doing 
a test.

5	 The      of the robbery was difficult but in 
the end the police arrested the robbers.

6	 There is a lot of      for places at 
universities like Oxford and Cambridge.

7	      is very important in developing 
countries.

8	 The      of sporting events is complicated 
and often takes a lot of time.

Unit	8

1	 Match 1–7 with a–g to make phrases.

1	 buy 

2	 turn down

3	 don’t overheat

4	 use energy 
efficient

5	 insulate

6	 travel  

7	 paint

a	 rooms 

b	 on public transport

c	 energy efficient appliances

d	  the outside of your house in a 
light colour

e	 your water heater with a jacket

f	 your hot water thermostat 

g	 light bulbs

Now use the phrases to complete the sentences.

1	 Whenever possible, you should  
 . Using less petrol helps the environment.

2	  . 
Most rooms are much warmer than they need to be.

3	 If you  , 
you’ll save a lot of money on hot water.

4	 If you live in a hot country  
  and it will be cooler.

5	 When your fridge or dishwasher breaks down,  
  as they use less power.

6	 The hot water in many houses is hotter than is 
needed, so  .

7	  ; 
they use 25% less energy, last much longer and 
produce the same amount of light.

2	 Complete the table with adjectives ending in -al. Use 
your dictionary to help you check the spelling of the 
words.

	 Noun	 Adjective

1	 accident  
2	 crime  
3	 education  
4	 influence  
5	 inspiration  
6	 phenomenon  
7	 politics  
8	 profession  
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